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Goal

1. Provide an overview of cooperative verification techniques published
in the scientific literature

2. Organize this knowledge by developing a classification for these
techniques

Definition

Verification Approach

Standalone Combination

Off-the-shelf Integrated

CooperativeNon-Cooperative

Portfolio Selection

A verification approach is called cooperative, if identifiable verifica-
tion actors pass information in form of identifiable verification arti-
facts towards the common objective of solving a verification problem,
where at least two of these actors are analyzers.
The restriction of at least two analyzers excludes tool combinations

where the input is merely preprocessed to make it amenable to being
verified by an analyzer. We exclude tools like syntactic transformers
and slicers based on syntactic criteria from the definition of analyzers.

Selection Process

Stage Activities No. of papers

Shortlist the publication outlets
to select the articles from

Collect the metadata about
articles in scope, i.e., articles
published in selected confer-
ences during the chosen dura-
tion

Search titles and abstracts for
selected keywords

Exclude articles after reading
the titles that are clearly not
about cooperative verification

Exclude more articles after
reading the abstracts
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Classification of Selected Techniques

Class name Explanation Examples Count

Reduction The verification task is reduced such that it
can be solved by another analyzer.

[7, 8] 9

Guide The artifact produced by an analyzer acts to
guide another analyzer.

Conditional First analyzer tries to solve the verification
problem and produces an artifact that sum-
marizes the work done; another actor then
uses this information to focus only on the
unsolved parts of the task.

[2, 3] 13

Hint An analyzer generates hints that are then
used to guide the verification of another an-
alyzer.

[12, 10] 28

Scrutiny The artifact produced is scrutinized by an-
other analyzer.

Validation The result produced by one analyzer is vali-
dated by another analyzer.

[6, 4] 17

Refinement The artifact produced by one analyzer is re-
fined by another analyzer.

[9, 1] 4

Iterative
Validation
Guided
Refinement

The artifact produced is first validated, and
then the result of validation is used to guide
the process of refinement. This sequence is
repeated until a solution is found.

[5, 11] 11

Cooperative

Reduction Guide Scrutiny

Conditional Hint Validation Refinement

IterativeValidationGuidedRefinement

Insights

1. Our classification reflects the ideas commonly used in verification
2. Researchers are actively working on specific parts of the commonly

performed tasks during verification and combining them
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